
I Am Deeply Regrettable

 	
 One morning I discovered, and then carefully unfolded, an exceedingly wrinkled paper 
which had been crumpled up into my classroom’s homework basket.  On an assignment handed 
in a full week past the due date, a student had printed a briefly explanatory note:

“Ms. Aech,” I read. “I am deeply regrettable that this paper is late. I found it in the pocket 
of jeans my brother stole to go skateboarding when he didn’t ask.”

Taking a moment to reflect upon life with siblings?
I felt that I understood. 
I could, in fact, recall experiencing a similar deeply personal regret the year that my older 

sister, thinner, prettier, and cool enough to hang with the popular girls, had come into my room 
without permission and taken my jeans – only to immediately bring them back, asking me how 
on earth I could possibly wear such baggily ugly farmer pants. 

Granting the fact that our father was a farmer, I was not exactly sure how to take her 
highly accusatory complaint.  But, suddenly and absolutely?

Oh, I knew that I was deeply regrettable about it.
Regret.  
An emotion operable only in the realm of hindsight.
Regret connected to year after year of a ruthlessly administered and endlessly shifting 

reform-mandated, low-income-school invasion?  
Oh, there was actually plenty of it.  
More than enough to go around.    
In one of the most regrettable actions ever undertaken in a country which had worked so 

hard and actually come so far in offering our nation a truly all-student-inclusive public school 
equity – well, in the effort to break those heavily expensive long-term-loyal public employee 
protections?  Purchasing yet more publicity, school reformers now set out to denigrate what they 
argued to be the latest foundational cause for each and every one of those public school ills: 

Teacher tenure.   
Muddily confusing the job-for-life tenure offered to university professors with the much 

less rigidly protected state-statute tenure offered to public service employees,* a repeatedly 
circulated press rapidly began to foster the idea that school-score-labeled (and thus unmistakably 
identified) bad teachers – ineffectual educators, the argument went, only allowed to stay in place 
due to the scandalous protections of tenure offered them by self-serving, child-abusing unions – 
oh, well, the problem was that, outrageous in the fast pace of modern days dedicated to no-
waiting, silver-bullet sensibilities?  

These so many school-score-identified bad teachers could not, suddenly and summarily, 
be fired.  According to the many safeguards so annoyingly written into longevity-loyal contracts, 
these bad teachers expected (and wasn’t this typical of self-interestedly slothful employees): 
Legal due process. 

Curiously, somewhere along the well-trodden path of accountability; somewhere along 
this trail of liability which had become, each year, ever more deeply carved into the public 
imagination – well, somewhere along the way?

The number of suddenly-identified, contract-protected bad employees:
Had more than doubled.  
Tripled.  



Even, in some districts, quadrupled.  (But, well now; who out there would be silly enough 
to deny it?  Didn’t the never-ending, over-a-decade-long production of those ruthlessly 
accumulated and ever more publicly denigrated low scores prove it?) 

A compassionately unprecedented “students-first” testing had certainly done its job.  
Now, however, there were just so darned many of those school-score-identified bad teachers; 
teachers who, so disgracefully and objectionably, continued to take scandalous cover behind the 
limitations demanded by due-process-protective, union-negotiated, public-employee contracts.  
Bad educators who, as a relentless outsider-financed publicity now assertively put forward, were 
unreasonably stubborn.  

Not only stubborn?
But unwilling to change. 
Out-of-touch, insubordinate, obdurate, inflexible and resistantly negative. 
Oh, and most inexcusably; most unacceptably? 
Old.
Good teachers; well, good teachers, and oh surely this was obvious – even glaringly self-

apparent in the fast pace of magical days devoted to a truer national compassion: 
Good teachers?   
Were young. 
Oh, very, very young.  

*While it has been documented that a growing share of the money offered to universities is now being connected to 
Big Money donors looking to “philanthropically” fund those institutions most willing to guarantee a “shared 
interest” (i.e. the promotion of a no-regulations economics), tenured professors laugh it off in the belief that they 
will not be swayed.  But, what if – comes the argument from the other side – over time these same universities 
simply stop offering their professors a long-term professional tenure and begin to function only with non-protected, 
non-unionized and much, much cheaper adjuncts?  (As in: Welcome to the public school solution.)


